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About This Game

Welcome to Hell!
Can you help a little demon escape from hell and go to heaven? He does not want to torture sinners but wants to help lost souls.
To do this, he will have to use the power of void and go through hell, purgatory, and paradise, to gain freedom. However, the

devil does not intend to give up so simply ...

What awaits you in this fascinating adventure?

 40 different levels in 5 unusual worlds

 the world created in the spirit of the "divine comedy" of Dante

 gameplay that you have never seen before

 non-standard puzzles with space and time, mixed with a quick action

 a lot of secrets and artifacts that make the game process even more interesting

 game modes suitable for all groups of players, from casual gamers to hardcore players
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ATTENTION: The game has a very complex control. If you are not ready for this and have decided to surrender, do not buy it.
And all the rest ... Welcome to hell!
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Title: Power of The Void
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
SVGames
Publisher:
SVGames
Release Date: 26 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Win 7 or later

Processor: Intel Core i3 or better

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Dedicated graphics card

Storage: 300 MB available space

English
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- love the visuals\/graphics a lot!
- I love my hands and the magic wand, incredible detail, great work!
- love the cinematic music!
- good sounds
- exciting gameplay

Please update the following:
- English text at least (or even English voice acting)
- supersampling!! I would love to play this game on 1.8 or higher! Currently no supersampling so graphics are blurry :(
- more content please!

This game could become awesome if you don't abandon it!. Doesn't have the depth or length of Monkey Island, but it is a great
clone of the series otherwise.. Well, it's a nice game. You can do it to games like "Angry Bird", especially because this is game
which you can play on smartphones too. In the game you have to save dodos while they are just running even when they die
because of it. So you make the way clear for them, what can be tricky sometimes. It is ok, when you play it between some other
things or just have to spend some time.. It's one of the few games that's exactly what you paid for. I don't think I've ever
experienced a game like this before, and that might be because I'm relatively inexperienced with the gaming industry. However,
it's the first time I've been exposed to a format where storytelling is woven into the universe and atmosphere rather than relying
on explicit, written narrative devices.. great choices, that lead to understandable effects. while I was unable to acheve the goal at
the end of the game the reasioning given as to why was well thought out and explaned.
10\/10. insanly difficult.. only if you like getting slapped in the face.. I love this game. I started playing it as a child. When
Windows XP came out, I was sad to see that Seven Kingdoms was not compatible. I would literally set up my families ancient
desk top that ran windows 98 just to play this game. A few months ago, I got seven kingdoms 2 hoping it would be just as good
as the original. Saddly many of the game mechanics were over symplified in the later edittion.

Seven Kingdoms is an easy game to learn yet dificult to master. Because of complex underlying mechanics, you can almost beat
your enemies just to see half your army defect because you haven't maintained moral. Or your economy can stagnate because
your trade agrement was broken.
The general gameplay is easy to pick up, but to apreciate the depth of this game, you really need to read the manual.. oh My
GOD I could not recomend thig game enought the story drew me in i dobt i can say anything that hasnt already been said. Nice
Capcom little shooter. This game was incredibly confusing to me in the beginning, mainly because the tutorial glitched out. I
was left on my own to figure out how to spend points, make my house, and scare people.

After 3 tries I finally got the tutorial to work to the point where it told me how to build rooms, this was incredibly helpful and I
advanced to round 3 in that run. Then the game froze; music still worked but everything was frozen. I shut it down and restarted
my save from just after round 1. Now everytime I load that file it freezes in less than a minute.

In order to play the game more I will have to start a new game, trudge through all the tutorial text again (or miss any helpful
bonus (like a new room) that I recieved in it, and pray that it doesn't freeze like the last one. At this point, I am just trying to
complete the achievements but I don't even know if that's possible anymore.

Overall?:
+Great game. It's a unique concept and the visuals are cute as well. It has the potential to be interesting and fun.

-The controls are horrible. Everytime I have to click on the shop my camera moves and I had to figure out how to move in in the
pause screen. Let me explain, when you are in "ghost mode," which is when you scare people and watch people get scared by
your traps, you move the camera (which does not rotate) by dragging your mouse to the edge of the screen. When you are in
shop\/edit mode, which is when you click on the shop to buy\/place anything, you have to hold down the right mouse button and
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drag the screen. Because this was so different from "ghost mode" it took me quite a while to figure out.

-Crashes and corrupted save files. I already explained this but I can no longer access my save.

-Reptetive. Every unique character, such as "Exorcist" "Police Officer" or "Girl Teen," has the same look and sayings as the
multiple copies running around. It gets a bit tiring after a while. I can't say that there isn't more variety in late game, as I am
unable to get there, but I would like to see more variety in the little snippets of text if nothing else.

Until the bugs are fixed I cannot reccomend this game.
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An amazing vr game! The single player mode is alright but the local co-op is what makes the game. if your looking for a game
to play with friends this is it.. Dont waste your money.
No gameplay.
No strategy.
Deep as a puddle.
Bugs everywhere.
Worst use of camera ever seen.
No fun at all.. I got the game for free but my opinion will not be biased.

Ok the game have a lot of problems.
But if the devs manage to fix them, this game can totally become Rainbow Six Vr !
HUGE potential.

It can become one of the best vr multiplayer fps out there.
Great graphics, top notch gameplay and ultra tactical, just few bugs here and there, but absolutely not gamebreaking.

HUGE potential.
atm i rate it 6 /10

Can get up to 7 or 8/10 if the devs manage to fix the few bugs.. My fiance and I bought 2 copies of the game and played through
all 3 chapters together. We love escape rooms so having a mostly polished game to play together was really nice. We do
recommend the game, but be aware that there currently several very broken things about it.

One of the puzzles was bad enough that we created a guide to help people solve it without just giving away the answer. Other
puzzles were worded poorly and just need some rework. Keep an eye on the discussions page for info about these puzzles. We
always try to black out any spoilers when discussing issues so you can choose how much you see.

Overall we do recommend this title. It's a lot of fund to play with a friend. But be prepared to check a guide, look at a
discussion, or just keep using hints until it gives you the solution to some puzzles. Not because they're too difficult, because this
game just still needs some work.. Had issues with the latest patch....Devs fixed same day!

I recomend this game to anyone whos even slighly on the fence.. It took me 30 minutes to beat it.
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